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Laugavegur 28, 101, 101 Reykjavík, Iceland, Reykjavik

http://www.sumac.is/

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Sumac Grill Drinks from Reykjavik. Currently, there are 15
menus and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Sumac Grill Drinks:
great! we found this place by michelins five recommended island. sumac and it is sister restaurant ochse are

incredible! the whole food was so good and the staff was so friendly and helpful. we have tried with them all their
recommendations for hours. we loved to eat all this and cannot wait read more. The restaurant is accessible and

can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. If you're in a rush, you can get delicious
Fast-Food dishes just the way you like it from Sumac Grill Drinks in Reykjavik, freshly prepared for you in few

minutes, Here, the barbecue is freshly prepared on an open flame. Don't miss the magnificent view of various
iconic structures near this restaurant, The customers also rave about the fine, airy flatbread that can be dipped

into the own hummus or a yoghurt dip; the exciting combination of figs with goat cheese is also one of the
delights from the diverse cuisine of the Middle East.
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P�z�
FUSION

Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Turkis� specialtie�*
BAKLAVA

Drink�
DRINKS

Shish�
MINT

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
OYSTERS

LAMB

BREAD

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHOCOLATE

MUSHROOMS

CARAMEL

BROCCOLI

SHRIMPS

POTATOES
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Opening Hours:
Thursday 05:30-23:00
Friday 17:30 -00:00
Saturday 17:30 -00:00
Tuesday 05:30-23:00
Wednesday 05:30-23:00
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